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1, INTRODUCTION 
Chang [2] defined fuzzy topological spaces by using fuzzy sets introduced 
by Zadeh [ 141. Since then a number of research papers have been published. 
Fuzzy continuous functions were defined by Chang. Not much is known 
about the fuzzy open and fuzzy closed maps. A few characterizations of such 
maps were given in [ 8 1. 
In this paper some additional characterizations of these maps are given 
and it is shown that the normality as defined by Hutton 171 is invariant 
under F-closed, F-continuous maps. By using a-compactness of Gantner et 
al. [5 1, we have defined a-perfect maps in fuzzy topological spaces and 
shown that many results of perfect maps in general topology 141 are exten- 
dable to fuzzy topology. For example. the 1 *-Hausdorff and regularity 
axioms are invariant under 1 *-perfect maps. 
The localization of compactness in fuzzy topological spaces was initiated 
by Wong [ 13 1 and continued by Christoph [3 1 and Gantner et al. [ 5 1. Since 
the theory of a-compactness due to Gantner et al. [5 1 is the most 
satsifactory theory of compactness in fuzzy topology. the local U- 
compactness due to them is more natural than the definitions given by Wong 
and Christoph. We have defined local a-compactness using a weaker 
hypothesis than that given in 151. We have shown that the local u(- 
compactness is productive and is invariant under F-continuous, F-open 
maps. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The definitions of fuzzy sets, fuzzy topological spaces (abb. FTS) and 
neighborhoods, etc., are found in [2, 10. 141; the definitions of shading 
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families, a-compactness, and u*-compactness are found in [5], the 
definitions of a-Hausdorff and a*-Hausdorff FTS are found in 191. 
We would like to mention the following basic theorems from [2, lo]. 
THEOREM 2.1 [ 21. Let f be a function from a set X into a set Y. 
(1) If a < b, then f(a) <f(b) for any two fuzzy sets a. b, in X. 
(2) Ifc < d, then f -l(c) <f -l(d) for any two fuzzy sets c, d, in Y. 
(3) a <f -‘[f(a)] for any fuzzy set a in X. 
(4) b >f [f -l(b)] for any fuzzy set b in Y. 
(5) f-‘(1 -b) = 1 -f-‘(b) for anyfitzzq’ set b in Y. 
(6) f(l-a)>l-f(a)foranyfuzzysetainX. 
THEOREM 2.2 [lo]. Let f be a function from a set X into a set Y. If a 
and ai, i E I are fuzzy sets in X and b and bj, j E J are fuzzy sets in Y, then 
the following relations hold. 
(I) f [f -l(b)] = b when f is onto. 
(2) f (Aai) G Af (ai). 
(3) f -‘(Abi) = Af -‘(bj)* 
(4) f (Vail = Vf @iI 
(5) f -‘(Vbj) = Vf-‘(bj). 
(6) f[f-‘(b>Aal=bAf@). 
DEFINITION 2.3 [2 ]. Let f be a function from a FTS (X, T) to a FTS 
(Y, S). Then 
(1) f is said to be F-continuous iff for each b E S, f ‘(b) E T or 
equivalently for each closed fuzzy set h in (Y, S). f-‘(h) is a closed fuzzy 
set in (X, 7). 
(2) f is F-open (F-closed) iff for each open (closed) fuzzy set a in 
(X, T),f(a) is open (closed) fuzzy set in (Y, S). 
Warren [ 1 1] defined the fuzzy topological boundary of a fuzzy set in a 
FTS (X, T), denoted by Fr(a) and proved that Fr(a) > 5 - a0 and inequality 
is strict in some cases. 
3. OPEN MAPS AND CLOSED MAPS 
In [8] some characterizations of open and closed maps in fuzzy 
topological spaces are already obtained. In the next two theorems we give 
some more equivalent characterizations of these maps. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let f be afunctiorl from a FTS (X. T) to a FTS (Y. S). 
Therl the statements (l)-(4) are equivalent arzd (4) implies (5). 
(1) f is F-open. 
(2) f(a”) < [f(a)]” for each fuzzy* set a in X. 
(3) f-‘(b) <f -l(b) for each fuzzy set b in Y. 
(4) [f -‘(b)]‘<f -‘(b’) for each fuzzy sef b in Y. 
(5) fp’(b- 6’) <Fr[f-‘(b)] for any fuzzy set b in Y. 
ProoJ (1) o (2): Proued in [8]. 
(2) > (3): Let b be a fuzzy set in Y. Let a =f -‘(l - b). From (2). 
f (aa) < [f(a)]” < (1 - b)‘. H ence from [ 10, Theorem 2.13 ] and Theorem 
2.1, [f -‘(l - b)]‘=a” <f-‘[f(a”)] <f -‘[(l -b)‘]. Then f-‘(6) = 
f-‘[l - (1 -@I = f-‘[l - (1 - b)‘] = 1 -S-‘[(l - b)‘] < 
1-[f-‘(1-b)]0=~f’7(1-b)=f-[l-(1-b)]=f-’(b). 
(3)* (4): Let b be any fuzzy set in Y and c = 1 - 6. From (3), 
f-‘(C) <f -l(c). By [lo, Th eorem 2.131 and Theorem 2.1, [f-‘(b)] a = 
[f -‘(1 -c)]” = [I -f -‘(c)IO = 1 -f7(c, < 1 -f-‘(c) = f -‘(1 -E) = 
f -I[(1 -c)“] =f -‘(b’). 
(4) * (2): Let a be a fuzzy set in X and b =f (a). Then from (4) and 
by [ 10, Theorem 2.131 and Theorem 2.1, we have a0 < [f -‘(f(a))]‘= 
[f-‘(b)]” <f -‘(bO). H ence,f(a’) <f[f -‘(bO)] < 6’ = [f(a)]‘. 
(4)a (5): Let b be any fuzzy set in Y. From (4) [f-‘(b)]” <f -‘(b’). 
Since (4) tj (3), we also have f -l(b) <f--j. Hence f -l(6) -f -‘(b’) < 
frr@j - [f-‘(b)]’ or f -‘(6- b”) f Fr(f -l(b)). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a map from a FTS X into a FTS Y. Then f is F- 
closed (F-open) lflfor each fuzzy set a in Y and for any open (closed) fuzz4 
set b in X such that f -‘(a) < b, there is an open (closed) fuzz}’ set c in Y 
such thata<candf-‘(c)<b. 
Proof: Suppose f is F-closed. Let a be a fuzzy set in Y and let b be an 
open fuzzy set in X such that f -‘(a) < b. Let c = 1 -f (1 - 6). Then c is an 
open fuzzy set in Y. Hence, 1 - b < 1 -f-‘(a) =f -‘( 1 - a). By Theorem 
2.1, f(1 -b)<f[f-‘(1 -a)]< 1 - a, which implies a < 1 -f (1 - 6) = c. 
Further f-‘(c)=f-‘[1-f(l-b)]=l-f-‘[f(l-b)]<l-(l-b)=b, 
again by Theorem 2.1. 
Next suppose that f satisfies the condition of the theorem. We show that f 
is F-closed. Let b be a closed fuzzy set in X. Then a = 1 - b is an open fuzzy 
set in X. Then f -‘[ 1 -f(b)] = 1 -f -‘(f (b)) < 1 - b = a. By hypothesis 
there is an open fuzzy set c in Y such that 1 -f(b) < c and f -l(c) < a = 
1 - b. Hence, 1 - c <f (6). Also b < 1 -f-‘(c) =f -‘( 1 - c). By Theorem 
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2.1, we get f(b) <f[f-‘(1 - c)] < 1 -c. Thus we havef(b) = 1 - c, which 
is a closed fuzzy set in Y and hence f is an F-closed map. The proof for the 
“open” case is obtained by interchanging the words “open” and “closed” in 
the above arguments. 
Hutton [7] defined that a FTS X is normal if for every closed fuzzy set k 
and every open fuzzy set b such that k < b, there is a fuzzy set a such that 
k<a’<&<b. 
It is well known in general topology that normality is invariant under a 
closed, continuous surjection. This result is extended to fuzzy topological 
spaces in the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be an F-closed, F-continuous function from a 
normal FTS X onto a FTS Y. Then Y is normal. 
ProoJ Let k be a closed fuzzy set in Y and b be an open fuzzy set in Y 
such that k < b. Then f -l(k) and f -l(b) are respectively closed and open 
fuzzy sets in X such that f -l(k) <f-'(b). Since X is normal, there exists a 
fuzzy set a in X such that f -l(k) < a0 < h <f -l(b). Since f is F-closed, by 
Theorem 3.2, there is an open fuzzy set g in Y such that k < g and 
f-'(g)<a'. Now, since f is onto, g=f(f-'(g))<f(u')<f(ti)< 
f[f-‘(b)]=bbyTh eorems 2.1 and 2.2. Since f is F-closed, f (E) is a closed 
fuzzy set and g <f(E) implies g < f (5). Hence k < go < g < b, since g = go. 
Thus Y is normal. 
In [8] we have defined regularity in FTS and obtained some equivalent 
characterizations. 
DEFINITION 3.4 [8]. A FTS (X, T) is said to be regular if for each x E X 
and a closed fuzzy set a with a(x) = 0, there exist open fuzzy sets g and h 
suchthatg(x)=l,a<handg<l-h. 
It is further proved that a FTS (X, ZJ is regular iff for each x E X and 
g E T with g(x) = 1 there exists h E T with h(x) = 1 such that h < h< g. 
It is shown in [ I] that regularity is invariant under an open, closed, 
continuous surjection. This also holds for fuzzy topological spaces. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f : X -+ Y be an F-continuous, F-open, F-closed 
surjection. If X is regular FTS, then so is Y. 
ProoJ Let q E Y and p E X such that f (p) = q. Let g be an open fuzzy 
set in Y such that g(q) = 1. Then f -'(g)(p) =g(f (p)) = 1 and f -l(g) is an 
open fuzzy set in X. Since X is regular there is an open fuzzy set h in X such 
that h(p) = 1 and h< f ‘(g). Since f is F-open, f(h) is an open fuzzy set 
such that (f(h))(q) = 1 and f (h) <f (6) <g. Since f is also F-closed, f (h) < 
f(h). Hence f(h) is an open fuzzy set in Y such that f(h)(q) = 1 and 
f(h) <g. Thus Y is a regular FTS. 
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4. PERFECT MAPS 
Perfect mappings in fuzzy topological spaces were first introduced by 
Christoph [ 3 ]. Accordingly. an F-closed F-continuous surjectionf: X- Y is 
F-perfect iff-‘(q) is compact (in the sense of Chang) for each fuzzy point 
] 13, Definition 3.11 q in Y. We give the following natural generalization of 
perfect mappings which excludes the notion of “fuzzy point” and includes 
the more general notion of compactness, viz.. a-compactness defined in ]5 ]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 0 < a < 1 (resp. 0 < CI < 1). An F-closed F- 
continuous function f from a FTS X onto a FTS Y is said to be u-perfect 
(resp. a*-perfect) ifff-‘( y) is a-compact (resp. cc*-compact) for each F E Y. 
The following Hausdorff separation axiom is due to Rodabaugh. 
DEFINITION 4.2 [9]. Let 0 < a < 1 (resp. 0 < a ,< 1). A FTS (X, T) is 
said to be a-Hausdorff (resp. a*-Hausdorff) if for each x, y in X with .Y #j 
there exist g, h in T such that g(x) > a( g(u) > a), h(p) > a(h(y) > a) and 
gAh=O. 
We have the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f be a 1 *-perfect map from a FTS (X, T) onto a FTS 
(Y, S). Then 
(1) If (X, T) is 1 *-Hausdorff, so is (Y, S). 
(2) If (X, T) is regufar FTS, so is (Y, S). 
ProoJ (1) Let J,,J~? E Y and y, #yz. Then f -‘(~~,) and f -'(Jv2) are 
disjoint 1 *-compact sets in X. Then from [9, Theorem 5.2(l)], there are g, h 
in T such that g = 1 on f -‘(y,), h = 1 on f ~‘(~~J and g A h = 0. Clearly 
g >f -‘(VI) and h >f -‘(Jf?). Since f is F-closed, by Theorem 3.2, there exist 
open fuzzy sets g, and h, in Y such that g,(y,)= 1, h,(y?)= 1 and 
f-‘(g,)<g,f-‘(h,)<h. Theng,Ah,=Oand hence Yis l*-Hausdorff. 
(2) Let J E Y and let g be an open fuzzy set in Y such that g(y) = 1. 
Then we have f -‘(y)<f -l(g). N ow for each xEf-‘(y), f -‘(g)(x)= 
g(f (+y)) = g( !I) = 1. Since X is regular, there exists an open fuzzy set a in X 
such that a(x) = 1 and 5 <f - ‘(g). Since f -‘( ~7) is 1 *-compact, there exist 
aI9 aI ,..., ak open fuzzy sets in X such that f - ‘( ~1) < Vf=, a, and 
Ei<f -l(g) for i= 1.2,.... k. Let b = V:=, ai. which is an open fuzzy set in 
X, and f-‘(y) < b < 6< f -‘( g), Since f is F-closed, from Theorem 3.2, 
there exists an open fuzzy set h in Y such that h(y) = 1 and f -l(h) < 6. 
Then h =f[f-‘(h)] <f(6) <<f[f-‘( g)] = g. Sincef(b) is a closed fuzzy set 
greater than or equal to h, h < h<f(b) < g, and thus Y is regular. 
We recall the following definitions from [8]. 
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DEFINITION 4.4 [8]. Let (X, 7’) be a FTS and 0 <a < 1 (0 < a < 1). Let 
P and 2”‘ be any two a-shadings (resp. a*-shadings) of X. Then ZV is said to 
be a refinement of F^ if for each g E P there exists h E 7. such that g < h. 
DEFINITION 4.5 [8]. A family {a.% : ,I E n } of fuzzy sets in a FTS (X, r) 
is said to be locally finite if for each x in X there exists an open fuzzy set g 
with g(x) = 1 such that a, < 1 -g holds for all but at most finitely many 
/IELI. 
DEFINITION 4.6 [8]. Let 0 < a < 1 (resp. 0 < a < 1). A FTS (X, r) is 
said to be a-paracompact (resp. a*-paracompact) if each a-shading (resp. 
a *-shading) of X by open fuzzy sets has a locally finite a-shading (resp. a *- 
shading) refinement by open fuzzy sets. 
The definitions of countable a-compactness and a-Lindelof property are 
obtained by modifying the definition of a-compactness in the obvious way 
[81* 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let f: X+ Y be a I *-perfect map. 
(1) rf Y is 1 *-compact, then X is 1 *-compact. 
(2) If Y is 1 *-Lindel63 then X is 1 *-Lindekij 
(3) If Y is countably 1 *-compact, then X is countably 1 *-compact. 
(4) If Y is 1 *-paracompact, then X is I *-paracompact. 
Proof: (I) Let ( g, : ,I E n } be any open 1 *-shading of X. Let 4’ E Y. 
Then f ‘(y) is 1 *-compact and { g, : 1 E /i } is 1 *-shading off - ‘(Jo) and 
therefore has a finite 1 *-subshading. say (g, : A E M(y)}, where M(JI) is a 
finite subset of A. Now since f ‘(1’) < V.,E,,,,y, g.,, and f is F-closed. by 
Theorem 3.2 there is an open fuzzy set h, in Y such that h,.(y) = 1 and 
f -‘(h,) G V.,aup, g.,. Now (h, : J’ E Y} is an open 1 *-shading of Y and 
since Y is 1 *-compact, it has a finite 1 *-subshading, say (h, : y E A }, where 
A is a finite subset of Y. Let M = U,,,,A M(J). Then M is a finite subset of/i 
and further, ( g, : 1 E M) = ( g, : 1 E M(g), J E A } is a 1 *-subshading of X 
and thus X is 1 *-compact. 
(2) Let ( g,, : 1 E A } be an open 1 *-shading of X. One can construct, 
as in (l), an open 1 *-shading (h,: 1’ E Y) of Y. Since Y is 1 *-Lindelof, 
(h, : 1’ E Y} has a countable 1 *-subshading, say (h, : y E A }, where A is a 
countable subset of Y. Then the family ( g, : 1 E M( 4’). ~1 E A } is a countable 
1 *-subshading of X and thus X is 1 *-Lindelof. 
(3) Let (g, : n E N) be a countable open I *-shading of X. Let 
h,=l-f(l-V;=,g,).Now (h,,: nEN}isaI*-shadingofY.ForifyEY 
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then J’- ‘(j,) is I *-compact and hence there is a finite 1 *-subshading of 
( g,, : tz E NJ. say ( gi : i = 1. 2 . . . . . m) off ‘0,). Then we have f ‘(J.) < 
Vy=,g; and then (1 -Vy=“,,g;)< 1 -f-‘(.r)=f-‘(1 -,D~). where ,u, 
denotes the characteristic function of I J’}. This implies that 
f(l - VYt”:,gi) < fCfp’tl -Py)) < l - PJ and then ,/lx 6 1 - 
f(l-V~~~~i)=hm and hence /I,(>-)= 1 and thus (h,:n EN/ is a l”;- 
shading of Y. .Now since Y is countably 1 *-compact, (h, : n E N) has a 
finite 1 *-subshading, say (hi : i = 1. 2 ,..., k-) and f -‘(hi) < i/=, gj. Then it 
can be verified that ( gi : i = 1, 2,..., k} is a 1 *-subshading of X and hence X 
is countably 1 *-compact. 
(4) Let { g, : A E A } be an open 1 *-shading of X. As in (I), we 
construct an open 1 *-shading (h,, : y E Y} of Y. Since Y is 1 *-paracompact. 
there is a precise locally finite 1 *-shading open refinement, say (a, : ~7 E Y) 
of (h, :-v E Y) [8, Theorem 3.81. For each A E M(y) and J’ E Y, let g?..{ = 
f -‘(a,.) A g., . Then { g,,.I : d E M(J),J E Y) is an open 1 *-shading of X and 
is a refinement of ( g., : 1 E A}. Further we show that the family ( gy..L : 
1 E M(y).j’E Y) is locally finite: Let q, E X. then j-(x,,) E Y, and since 
ia, :y E Y) is locally finite there exists an open fuzzy set b such that 
b(f(x,)) = 1 and up < 1 - b holds for all but at most finitely many .1’ E Y. 
Thenf-‘(6) is an open fuzzy set in X such thatf-l(b)@,) = b(f(x,)) = 1. 
and f-‘(a,) <f -‘(l - 6) = 1 -f-‘(b) holds for all but at most finitely 
many ~7 E Y. Since M(y) is finite for each J E Y. f -‘(a,) A g, <f ‘(a,) < 
1 -f-‘(b), holds for all but at most finitely many indices ( .v, 1) where 1’ E Y 
and 1 E M(J), and hence g .v,.I < 1 -f-‘(b) holds for all but at most finitely 
many (y, A) and thus ( g., : J E/i) has a locally finite open refinement 
i g,,.i : A E WY)- 4’ E y/ which is 1 *-shading of X. Hence X is I*- 
paracompact. 
5. LOCAL COMPACTNESS 
A FTS (X, T) is said to be locally compact in the sense of Wong, if for 
every fuzzy point p in X, there exists an open fuzzy set g such that p E g and 
g is compact (in the sense of Chang). A FTS (X, T) is said to be locally 
compact in the sense of Christoph iff for each fuzzy point p in X, there is a 
compact fuzzy set h and an open fuzzy set g such that p E g < h. This is 
weaker than the definition by Wong. 
Note that the concept of a “fuzzy point” and the definition of p E a where 
p is a fuzzy point and a, a fuzzy set, do not reduce to their corresponding 
definitions, if all the fuzzy sets are restricted to take values only 0 and 1. 
Also the theory of a-compactness due to Gantner et al. [5] is the most 
successful theory of compactness in fuzzy topological spaces. That is why 
the local a-compactness due to Gantner et al. is more natural than the above 
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two definitions. This definition of local a-compactness involves the idea of 
the support of a fuzy set. If a is a fuzzy subset of a set X, then by the 
support of a, denoted by Supp a, we mean the crisp subset of X given by 
Supp a = {x E X : a(x) > 0). 
The following results regarding the support will be useful. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a set. The folloGng statements hold: 
(1) a < Supp a, for any fuzzy) set a in X. 
(2) a < b implies Supp a c Supp b, for any tlvo fuzzy sets a. b in X. 
(3) Supp a = a iff a is a crisp subset of X. 
(4) Supp(Supp a) = Supp a, for any fuzzy set a in X. 
(5) S~PP(V,~,, a.J = LL., Supp a,, for any family of fuzzy sets 
(a.\ : 1 E A } in X. 
(6) Supp(/\;, , at) = n;=, Supp ai. for any family of fuzzy sets 
(ai : i = 1,2 ,..., n} in X. 
(7) If f : X-+ Y is a function from a set X into a set Y, and a is a 
fuzzy set in X, then f (Supp a) = Supp f (a). 
(8) Iff: X + Y is a function from a set X into a set Y and g is a fuzzy 
set in Y, then f - ‘(Supp g) = Supp f ‘(g). 
(9) For any two fuzzy7 sets, a, b in X, Supp(a x b) = Supp a X Supp b, 
bvhere a x b is a fuzzy set in X x Y giuen by (a x b)(x, y) = a(x) A b(y) for 
all (x,y)EXx Y. 
Proof. We prove only (7). Let y E f (Supp a). Then there exists x0 E X 
such that x0 E Supp a, hence a&,) > 0, and f (x,) =y. Therefore, 
V {a(x) : x E f -‘( y)} > 0, that is, V {a(x) : f (x) = y} > 0 which implies that 
f(a)(y) > 0 and hence y E Supp f (a) and these steps can be retraced to show 
that Supp f (a) c f (Supp a). 
Easy verification of the remaining results is left for the reader. 
We refer to the definition of local u-compactness due to Gantner et al. [S] 
as strongly locally a-compact and recall. 
DEFINITION 5.2 [5]. Let 0 < a < 1 (0 < a < 1). A FTS (X, 7’) is said to 
be strongly locally U- (a*-) compact if for each point p in X, there is an open 
neighbourhood n of p such that n(p) = 1 and Supp 3 is a-compact (a*- 
compact). 
Now we give the following. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let O<a< 1 (O<a<l). A FTS (X,T) is said to be 
locally a-compact (locally a*-compact) iff for each point p in X there is a 
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neighbourhood n of p such that n(p) = I and Supp n is u-compact (a’“- 
compact). 
Note that a strongly locally a-compact FTS (X, T) is locally a-compact. 
But the converse need not be true as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let X be an infinite set and let T include ,D@, u~, along 
with the characteristic function of each subset of X that contains a particular 
point p. Then T is a fuzzy topology on X (in fact, a particular point topology 
on X). In such a space the closure of any open fuzzy set other than ,um is P,~. 
Note that (X, T) is locally a-compact. For if z E X, then there is a 
neighbourhood n, of z given by 
n,(x) = 1 if x=z or x=p 
=o otherwise, 
such that Supp nZ = (z,p} which is a-compact. (X, 7’) is not strongly locally 
a-compact. For if x E X and if n is any open neighbourhood of x, then 
6 = px so that Supp ti = X which is not a-compact since X is infinite. 
The equivalence of the two notions of local a-compactness is given in the 
following: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (X, T) be a 1 *-Hausdorfl FTS such that Supp a = 
Supp a for each a E T. Then (X, T) is strongly locally a-compact if and only 
if it is locally a-compact. 
Proof. We need only to show that local a-compactness implies strong 
local a-compactness. Let (X, 7’) be locally a-compact. Let x E X. Then there 
is a neighbourhood n of x such that n(x) = 1 and Supp n is a-compact. Then 
there exists an open fuzzy set g such that g < n and g(x) = n(x) = 1. Now we 
have Supp g c Supp n. But Supp n is closed from [5, Theorem 2.81 and so 
Supp g c Supp n. Thus Supp g is a closed crisp subset of Supp n which is a- 
compact. Then Supp g = Supp g is a-compact from [5, Theorem 2.61. Hence 
(X, T) is strongly locally a-compact. 
Analogous statement holds for the a*-case. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let F be a closed crisp subset of a FTS (X, T). If X is 
locally a-compact (locally a*-compact), then F is locally a-compact (locally 
a*-compact) as a crisp subspace of X. 
ProoJ Let x E F, then since X is locally a-compact there is a 
neighbourhood n of x in X such that n(x) = 1 and Supp n is a-compact. Now 
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n A F is a neighbourhood of x in F and (n A F)(x) = 1. It remains to show 
that Supp(n A F) is a-compact. But Supp(n A F) = Supp n n S~pp F = 
(Supp n) n F. Thus it suffices to show that (Supp n) n F is a-compact. Let 
.Z be an open a-shading of (Supp n) n F in F. Now if g E Z??, then there is a 
g*ET such that g=g*AF. Let .J?*={g*:g*AFE.!?}. Then 
.Z* U (X-F} is an open a-shading of Supp n in X: For let z E Supp n. If 
z @ F, then (X-F) is an open set such that (X-F)(x) = 1 > a. If z E F, 
then z E (Supp n)n F and .ZZ is an open a-shading of (Supp n)n F. 
Therefore, there exists g = g* A F in 2? such that g(z) > a. This implies that 
there exists g* E .Z* such that g*(z) > (g* A F)(z) = g(z) > a. Hence by a- 
compactness of Supp n, there is a finite a-subshading of Supp n from 
.8~* U (X - F}, say (g:, g* ,..., g& X-F). Then ( g,, gz ,..., g,} is a finite a- 
subshading of (Supp n) n F from g, and (Supp n) n F = Supp(n A F) is a- 
compact. Hence F is locally a-compact. The proof of the a*-case is similar. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let f : X--t Y be an F-continuous, F-open surjection. If X 
is locally a-compact (locally a*-compact), then Y is also locally a-compact 
(locally a *-compact). 
Proof Let J-’ E Y and let f(x) =y. Since x E X there exists a 
neighbourhood n of zc such that n(x) = 1 and Supp n is a-compact. Since 
f is F-open, f(n) is a neighbourhood of 4’ such that f(n)(r) = 
V (n(x) :f@) = 4’) = 1 and since f is F-continuous, f(Supp n) is a-compact. 
But f(Supp n) = Suppf(n) so that Suppf(n) is a-compact and hence Y is 
locally a-compact. The proof of the a*-case is similar. 
From Theorems 5.5 and 5.7, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let f be an F-continuous, F-open function from a FTS 
X onto a 1 *-Hausdorff FTS Y such that Supp ti = Supp a for each open 
fuzzy set a in Y. If X is strongly locally a-compact (strongly locally a*- 
compact), then so is Y. 
The product fuzzy topological spaces were introduced by Wong [ 131. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let (X., : 1 E A } be a family of nonempty FTS. Then the 
product FTS n.tE,, X, is locally a-compact off each X., is locally a-compact 
and all but finitely many X, are a-compact. 
Proof. Let X,1 be locally a-compact for each 1, and X., be a-compact for 
all 1 except A = Ai,& ,..., Ak. Let x E n.tE,d X~,. Then P,l(x) = x.1 E X,k, 
where P, is the Ith projection map, and by local a-compactness of X.k, there 
exists a neighbourhood n, of x., such that n,l(Sx,) = 1 and Supp n, is 
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a-compact. The fuzzy set g=A:=,p.,,‘(n.,)=n., X12,-x... xrz, x 
x(X,, : 1 # A,, iz ,..., lk ] is a neighbourhood of x in n.,,(, X, . and ’ 
Also Suppg = Supp[/\:=, P,;i’(n,,i)] = r\:=, P.;i’[Supp n.I,] which, by the 
Tychonoff product theorem [5, Theorem 3.41, is a-compact since each 
Supp neki, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, is a-compact and X., ,A # I,, II, ,..., A, are a-compact. 
On the other hand, let zX,~ be locally a-compact. Since 
PA : LA Xl + X~, is F-continuous and F-open surjection [ 121, by Theorem 
5.7, X., is locally a-compact for each 2. Now let x E n.,.,, X.,, then there 
exists a neighbourhood g of x in n.,.,,, X., such that g(x) = 1 and Supp g is 
a-compact. Then there is a basic open fuzzy set of the form 
0.1, x 0.1: x ... x O,,r x IZ(X., : ,I #,I,, AZ ,..., 1,) = A:=, P.;,‘(O.,,) such that 
A:=, Ki’(O,,) < g and [A:=, P.;,‘(O.kl)l(x) = d-r> > 0. Then SUPP g > 
Supp[r\f=, P.;i'(O,i)] = A:=, P.;,'(Supp O.,iJ. Then for 1 f A,. AZ,..., A,. 
P,,(Supp g) > P.l[A:= I P;,‘(Supp 0, )] = X., . Since P., is F-continuous, and 
Supp g is a-compact, X., is a-compact for all ,I except possibly ,I = A,, AZ ,.... 
1,. This completes the proof. 
6. STAR PRODUCTS 
Let X and Y be two FTS. Then the star product fuzzy topology on X x Y 
has a base consisting of all fuzzy sets of the form a * b, where u is an open 
fuzzy set in X and b is an open fuzzy set in Y. a * b being defined by the 
formula. 
(a * b)(x, y) = a(x) . b(y) for all (.u,J~) E X x Y. 
When X X Y is equipped with this fuzzy topology it is denoted by X * Y and 
is called the star product of the FTS X and Y. Such products were studied in 
[5 and 61. 
THEOREM 6.1. If X and Y are locally O-compact FTS then X * Y is 
locally O-compact. 
Proof Let (x, y) E X x Y. Then by hypothesis, there is a neighbourhood 
g of x in X such that g(x) = 1 and Supp g is O-compact, and there is a 
neighbourhood h of y in Y such that h(y) = 1 and Supp h is O-compact. 
Then (g * h)(x, y) = g(x) . h(y) = 1. Now since Supp g and Supp h are O- 
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compact we have (Supp g) * (Supp h) is O-compact from [5, Theorem 4.11. 
But Supp( g x h) = (Supp g) * (Supp h), and therefore, Supp(g * h) is O- 
compact. Thus there is a neighbourhood (g * h) of (x, ~1) in X * Y such that 
(g * h)(x, 4’) = 1 and Supp(g * h) is O-compact. Hence X * Y is locally O- 
compact. 
The following theorem can be easily proved. 
THEOREM 6.2. If X and Y are any two a-Hausdor- (a*-Hausdorff) 
fuzzy topological spaces, then X * Y is a-Hausdor- (a*-Hausdorfl). 
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